Abstract-PURPOSES: this study aims to perform microcalsification detection by performing image enhancement in mammography image by using transformation of negative image and histogram equalization. METHOD: image mammography with .pgm format changed to. jpg format then processed into negative image result then processed again using histogram equalization. RESULT: the results of the image enhancement process using negative image techniques and equalization histograms are compared and validated with MSE and PSNR on each mammographic image. CONCLUSION: Image enhancement process on mammography image can be done, however there are only some image that have improved quality, this affected by threshold usage, which have important role to get better visualization on mammographic image.
INTRODUCTION
This section described the motivation background of the studies as follows:
Difficulties in early identification of cancer cell existencies affected by it natural ability to multiply, survive, spread and hide for a certain time [1] . Mamographic screening is the best method for early identification. This method use X-ray to check the patient organs [2] , [3] . Cancer can be identified from the presence of microcalsification, microcalsification is a major feature of cancer, however, false identification and unable to get important clues of microcalcification presence often occur [1] - [4] . Difficulties in recognizing the existence of microcalsification can be caused by many things, but one of them caused by the process of digitization [2] . This digitization process may cause degradation such as noisy and blurry. Image enhancement technique believed to produce image with better quality [5] .
Therefore, this study aims to perform image enhancement in mammography image in recognizing microcalsification. Transformation to negative image and histogram equalization in this study used to process the original mammography image. At initial steps original mammographic image load to the application, then secondly process the image use as input to negative image techniques this technique suited when the dark region dominant in the image [6] , final step histogram equalization used to redistributed the pixel value to get optimal value [2] .
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section described recent studies and basic image enhancement theory as follows:
A. Recent studies
Microcalsification has characteristics such as normal tissue, to distinguish it required segmentation techniques [3] , segmentation process is a technique that aims to distinguish observation areas visually. However, the visual quality of the image is influenced by the density of the observation object [2] . Many techniques have been proposed in recognizing microcalsification [1] , [4] . Lots of method used, among them equalization histogram can be used to sharpness improvement [7] , then negative image fits when the dark region become the dominant feature [6] .
B. Digital image
Digital image can be defined as a two dimensional function f(x, y), where x and y are spatial coordinates and the amplitude of f in any coordinate pair (x, y) is called the gray level of the image at that point [6] . Digitized image as shown in 
C. Negative image
The transformation of the original image into a negative image is required with conditions if the dark areas become the dominant [6] . Transformation to negative image:
Gray New = 255 -Gray Old (1) This operation produced negative image [2] . Gray New obtain by subtracting Gray Old with value 255.
D. Histogram equalization
This technique will redistributed pixel value to obtain optimal result [8] : function to display the image After the process of image negative done, continued to process this histogram equalization. 
